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Abstract
Down-stream cascade decay processes in atomic systems are analyzed by solving a

coupled rate equation for which an analytical solution for a population in each excited

state is obtained. Some typical numerical examples for populations to interpret the decay

passes connecting to features of optical or electron spectra observed in various collision

experiments are also given.

1. Introduction
Analysis of down-stream cascade decay processes from a highly excited state in atomic

systems is important to explain optical or electron spectra observed in various experi-

ments such as the beam-foil spectroscopy, ion-atom or ion-solid collision ones because the

spectra contain physical informations such as a dominant decay pass or time-dependent

populations in each upper state in the system. Populations for excited states in a decay

process can be obtained by solving a coupled rate equation and be used not only to

construct a feature of spectra observed but to make a decay model for a system under

consideration. If accurate transition rates for all transitions related to decay streams

in consideration in a system and initial populations in each excited states are known,

time-dependent populations for any lower states can completely be estimated. On the

other hand, using accurate transition rates and a set of time dependent intensities for

selected spectra observed, it is also possible to obtain initial populations in each excited

states. Especially for down-stream cascade decays an analytical solution of populations

for the rate equation can be obtained [1,2].

Here we present an alternative analytical expression for the solution of a coupled

rate equation by introducing cascade coefficients which give increment of the population

for a state under consideration due to the transitions from upper states. These cascade

coefficients can be calculated with a recursion formula for them.

Numerical results for populations in some typical down-stream decay processes in

atomic systems are given. A possibility of obtaining initial populations from the cascade

spectra is also discussed.

2. A solution of a coupled rate equation for down-stream cascade transitions
The population Nk(t) for the k state at time t in each decay step can be obtained by
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solving a coupled rate equations written as

{=-akNk(

where ak is a decay constant (inverse of the life time) for the k state and Ym_^k is a

transition rate for the m —> k transition from an upper m state, ak is a sum of transition

rates for all transitions from the k state under consideration to lower / states given by

(2)
/«*)

We also give an alternative analytic solution for the rate equation in Eq. (1) by intro-

ducing cascade coefficients described below. We start with Nk(t) written as

Nk(t) = Ck(t)e-a*\

and rewrite Eq. (1) for Nk(t) as that for the coefficients Ck(t),

(3)

(4)
m(>k)

where

Now we can write Ck(t) in terms of cascade coefficients am^ and an initial population

Nk(0) at t = 0 for the k state in the following form,

Ck(t) = Nk(0) (6)
m(>k)

In order to obtain a recursion relation for cascade coefficients am,k, the coefficients Ck{t)

in Eq. (6) is inserted into Eq.(l). By using an initial condition for the uppermost state

denoted by p as

ap+hp = 0,

and

Np(t) = Cp{

(7)

(8)

the equation for them is solved step by step starting from the uppermost p state so that

a recursion formula for amik is obtained in the form as

1 TO-1

Nm(Q) -
j=m+l j=k+l

(9)
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If all the transition rates including rm_^ and initial populations A^(0) at t = 0 are

given, cascade coefficients amtk for the system are determined completely. Therefore the

population Nk(t) in an analytical form is obtained in terms of am^ as

Nk(t)=lNk(Q)- J2 «™,Je-^+ £ am,ke-amt. (10)
\ m=k+l j m=k+l

This is an alternative analytical form of a solution for the rate equation for a down-stream

decay in an atomic system among those reported before by other people [1,2].

3. Calculated results
Now we show numerical results for populations in typical three decay processes: The

first one is populations due to radiative cascade decay transitions in hydrogen-like atoms

and the second is populations for excited states in Ne2+ produced through the Auger

transition from a K-hole state in Ne and the last is those for hollow atomic states in Ar

ions produced by collisions between Ar17+ and a solid surface, where a multistep-capture-

and-loss (MSCL) model is used.

(a) Populations due to radiative cascade transitions in hydrogen-like atoms:
Because hydrogen-like systems are a basic model for atomic systems for which one

can use exact values for physical quantities such as energies and transition rates, they are

suitable to test the theory with various assumptions for the experimental situation. Here

to see the difference of a time-dependent population for a lower state due to an initial

population in a different higher state, we calculate the iV2p (£) as a function of t for

hydrogen-like systems with Z = 10 when an initial population in one of the n = 4 states

is set, that is, N4s(0) = 1, N4pi/23/2{0) = 1, N4d3/25/2(0) = 1, W4/s/2i7/2(0) = 1, where we

use values of relativistic transition rates for all the electric dipole (El) transitions in the

decay model.

In Fig. 1 and 2, the population N2pi/2(t) for the 2p3/2 state as a function of time

with an initial population of the n=4 states with K < 0 and K > 0 in Z = 10 are shown,

respectively, where K is the relativistic quantum number given by K = =F ]j? + 1/21 when

j = I ± 1/2. It is seen from the figures that the 4d5/2>3/2 -> 2p3/2 transitions occur very

fast, while the results for the Ar
4s(0) = 1 and N4fs/2J/2(0) = 1 show that the decay curve

of Ar
2p . at large t does not decrease rapidly. These come from the smallness of the

transition rate for the 4s —> 2p3/2 transition in the case of N4s(0) = 1, and from the

cascade transitions of the 4/5/2)7/2 —> 3^3/2,5/2 —> 2p3/2 for the N4f5/2 7/2 = 1 case leading

to a superposition of two different exponential functions with the decay constants for the

4/5/2,7/2 —>• 3^3/2,5/2 and 3ds/2,5/2 ~^ 2p3/2 transitions. On the other hand no contribution

from the N4pi/23,2(0) = 1 to the N2P3/2(t) is observed because the direct transition from

the 4p1/2i3/2 state to the Is state is dominant and fast for the 4p!/2!3/2 state compared
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to the cascade transitions of 4^/2,3/2 -> (3s or 3^3/2,5/2) —>• 2p3/2. However life time in
these excited states is too short, namely 10~12 second, to observe the decay curves for
them experimentally at present.

(b) Populations in excited states in Ne 2 + due to Auger transitions :

In light atomic systems, the fluorescence yield for inner-hole states such as the K-

hole one is very small so that ionization process due to the Auger transitions becomes

dominant for the inner-hole states in an atomic system. So the transition rate for the

Auger transitions from a mother atomic system to its daughter one can be inferred by

measuring line intensities as a function of time due to the cascade decay transitions in

the daughter system.

Here we calculate time-dependent populations for states in Ne2+ produced by Auger

transitions for K-hole state in Ne atom to look into how line intensities in the spectra

in the ion are observed. In the calculation of the populations for states in Ne2+, we set

an initial population for a K-hole state in Ne+, that is, the uppermost excited level in

the system under consideration as Nx-hoieifi) = 1 . We use values of transition rates

for all Ne K Auger transitions obtained with experiment by Ablibetz [3] and theoretical

RCI calculations by Ikeda et. al. [4]. The decay constant for the K-hole state in Ne+ is

obtained with the theoretical fluorescence yield UK of McGuire [5], that is, UJK — 0.0182

and the total KLL Auger rate of Ablibetz, which is 9.9 x 10~3 in atomic units.

Fig. 3 shows the populations for four states in Ne2+ picked, that is, KL23L23CD2),

KL1L23(3Po), KL1L23CP1), KLXLI^SQ), when an initial population of NK_hoie(Q) =

1. The lower state KL23L23QD2) is a quasi-stable state, so that most of the K-hole

population Nj(-hoie{0) is accumulated in the state when t increases, which is seen in Fig.

3.

(c) The MSCL model for decay processes in hollow atomic Ar ions
In recent collision experiments between slow highly-charged ions and solid surfaces,

neutralization of a projectile ion due to the multielectron transfer from a target leads to

formation of various hollow atomic states in the ion, where there is no core electron in

the innermost shells such as the K and/or L shells for an ion. The hollow atom stabilizes

through successive Auger or radiative transitions so that the mechanism on the formation

of hollow atoms in the experiments can in principle be traced through analysis of the

x-ray or Auger electron spectra observed. Recently various satellite lines for the K x-ray

spectra emitted from Ar hollow atoms above or below the surface of a solid target have

been observed in the collision experiments between the ion and a solid surface by Briand

et. al. [6].

We use the multistep capture and loss (MSCL) model to describe decay processes

for an Ar hollow ion produced below the surface of a solid target in order to obtain
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relative intensities for satellite lines of the K x-ray spectra for Ar ions observed. The

MSCL model, in which a set of coupled rate equations for a down-stream cascade decay

is solved, has effectively been applied to the analysis of Auger electron spectra emitted

from Ne hollow atoms below the surface of a solid target by Page et. al. [7]. Our

MSCL model used is similar to that of Page et. al.. Decay of a hollow atomic state for

an Ar projectile ion having an initial electron configuration of KnKLnLMnM proceeds

through the KLL, KLM^ KMM, LMM Auger transitions and collisional electron

captures from the conduction band to the M-shell in each steps of the decay, where

nx, ni and nu are occupation numbers for the K, L and M shells, respectively. We

calculate the populations for Ar hollow atomic states having a single K hole produced as

a result of cascade decays through both the electron loss and capture processes in a solid

target. Starting from the KM4 configuration for Ar ion produced below the surface of

the target, time integrated populations for A'-hole states with configurations expressed

by KLULMnM are calculated by solving the rate equation.

Here we only show a result of simulated spectra emitted Ar hollow atoms below the

surface to demonstrate the effectiveness of the population analysis by mean of a coupled

rate equation because of the limited space in the proceedings. In Fig. 4 the relative

K x-ray effective population versus emitted K x-ray energy obtained with the Dirac-

Hartree-Fock-Slater method [8,9] for the states which can emit K x-rays are listed, where

the fluorescence yield for the K x-ray emission for all the K hole states are taken into

account. If the transition rate for the L —$• K transition for all the states considered

are the same, the relative effective population for the states considered can directly be

compared to the K x-ray spectra observed by Briand et. al.. One can see from Fig.

4 that a good agreement between our theoretical spectra and their experimental one is

observed. The material on the analysis for K x-ray satellite spectra in Ar hollow ions

will be submitted elsewhere soon.

4. Discussion
As has been mentioned above, initial populations in various excited states can, in

principle, be obtained by observing line intensities of the spectra for all transitions needed

in cascade decay processes, although difficulties may lie in obtaining absolute values of

intensities of various spectra with different wavelengths experimentally.

Now we consider a radiative decay process as an example for possibilities to obtain

the initial populations in higher excited states from observations of line intensities in the

cascade decay spectra. For a line intensity Ik_>;(t) for the k —» / transition is written with

Nk(t) in Eq. (13) as

/*_>,(*) = Nk(t)Ak_n =
p

-ctmtNk(0)- £ am,J <?-«**+ £ am,ke
m=k+l I m=k+l

(11)
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where it is assumed that the uppermost excited state in a system is the pth state. Life

time for some states in the system is not always long enough to be measured in the exper-

iments such as the beam-foil spectroscopy. In this case in obtaining initial populations

with the cascade decay spectra, time integrated intensities of them can also be used. By

performing the integration from t = t0 to t = t^ for both sides of Eq. (33), an initial

population A^(0) for the fcth state can be expressed with a time-integrated intensity of

the spectra for the k —> / transiton in the following,

Nk(0) = - ^ — - I - I^dt - J2
m=k+l

To obtain an initial population A^(0) for a kth excited state with the Eq. (34), all am^

and a line intensity of the time-integrated experiment data for the k —> I transition are

needed. Since amjk(m > k) in Eq. (14) contains an initial population Nm(0) for the mth

excited state, initial populations for all higher excited states than a kth excited state

under consideration must be determined in order to obtain the A^(0): One has to start

from the estimation of Np(0) for the uppermost pth state with a line for one of the p —$• I

transitions and go down to the next lower state step by step. However, at present it may

be a hard task to obtain a set of line intensities needed enough by experiment because

of weekness of lines or degenerate energy levels such as those for hydrogenic systems in

which less independent lines than needed are observed.

In the present proceedings we have not discussed on the analysis of polarization effects

in atomic spectroscopy. However, it will certainly be interesting to study down-stream

decay transitions from highly excited atoms in connection with the polarization because

cascade effects on the polarization for lines in plasma spectroscopy are expected to be

large as discussed in this workshop.
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Fig. 1. Population N2p3/2(i) for the 2p3/2 state as a function of time in hydrogen-like

Ne atom (Z=10) with an initial population of the n=4 states with K < 0 ; AT4s(O) = 1,

iV4p3/2(0) = 1, iV4d5/2(0) = 1 and N4fy2(0) = 1.
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Fig. 2. Population N2p3/2(t) in hydrogen-like Ne atom (Z=10) with an initial population

of the n=4 states with « > 0 including the 45 state; N4s(0) = 1, iy4pi/2(0) = 1, Ar4d3/2(O) =

landiV4 / 5 / 2(0) = l.
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Fig. 3. Populations for four KLL Auger states of KL2zL2z(lD2),
and KLILI(1SQ) in Ne2+ with an initial population of Afc_Aoje(0) = 1
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Fig. 4. Relative Intensities for the satellite lines for the K x-ray spectra emitted from
Ar ions calculated with the MSCL model starting from the initial KM4 state whose
population is unity.
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